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The increasing popularity of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies has made scalability a primary and urgent concern. We analyze how fundamental and circumstantial bottlenecks in Bitcoin limit the ability of its current peer-to-peer overlay network to support substantially higher throughputs and lower latencies. Our results suggest that reparameterization of block size and intervals should be viewed only as a first increment toward achieving next-generation, high-load blockchain protocols, and major advances will additionally require a basic rethinking of technical approaches. We offer a structured perspective on the design space for such approaches. Within this perspective, we enumerate and briefly discuss a number of recently proposed protocol ideas and offer several new ideas and open challenges.
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                             Notes
	1.Although we define latency in Bitcoin as the time to obtain a single confirmation, some payment processors accept “zero-confirmation” transactions, while others follow common advice to wait for 6 confirmations before accepting a payment.


	2.Transactions in our experiments are 190 bytes long, all that is needed for a basic money transfer; given the roughly 500 byte average size of Bitcoin transactions, the system would achieve 1.7 k tx/sec.


	3.We adapt the term “view” from its meaning in database theory, where it refers to the result set of a stored query.
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Appendices
Appendix
A BFT Experiments (Consortium Consensus)

                    Table 3. Consortium blockchain scalability. Results of running PBFT over geographically distributed EC2 nodes for some representative (n, k) parameterizations. As for any BFT protocol, the throughput drops as the number n of nodes increases. Conversely, in this small experiment, enlarging the batch size k may be seen to increase throughput at the cost of a small increase in latency.Full size table


                  Here we report on our experiments on BFT performance. Table 3 illustrates the attractiveness of BFT as a basis for the consensus layer in a cryptocurrency (given acceptance of its strong trust assumptions). Even with dozens of nodes, PBFT greatly outperforms Bitcoin in both transaction latency and throughput. Scaling to hundreds of nodes, however, would greatly degrade the performance of the system.
Experiments were conducted using t2.medium Amazon EC2 instances. The results are displayed in Table 3. The 4 node experiment represents a best-case setting; all nodes were located in the US East N. Virginia region. In all other experiments the nodes, plus a client furnishing transaction inputs but not participating in the consensus protocol, were evenly distributed across 8 geographical regions: Northern Virginia, Oregon, Northern California, Ireland, Frankfurt, Tokyo, Sydney, Sao Paulo. As instance costs vary by region, we conservatively assume each node incurs the highest observed fee of $0.10 per hour. We experimented with several batch sizes in order to locate the point at which each configuration becomes bandwidth bound. Here, a transaction message is 190 bytes in length and is modeled after a Bitcoin transaction, including a pay-to-public-key-hash scheme and a digital signature.
We observed that configurations with a larger number of nodes became bandwidth bound at smaller batch sizes. This is due to the primary node broadcasting each batch to every other node participating in the protocol. Increasing the batch size beyond this bound for a given configuration increases latency while leaving throughput relatively unchanged. For smaller batch sizes the bottleneck was local processing, primarily signature verification for the batch as a whole. Once an ordering of batches has been agreed upon and committed, individual transactions may be processed and verified independently from the consensus protocol. However, we expect to see a much larger slowdown when scaling to hundreds of nodes, as the number of messages in standard BFT protocols grows quadratically in the number of nodes.
B Use of SNARKs for Outsourcing View Computation
We now explain how SNARKs may be used to support computation of views by a service provider, rather than individually by every node in the network (as happens today). In our experiment, we assume that a simple view is adopted containing all users’ account balances.
To support the secure outsourcing of view derivation, the provider (or prover, as we might call it) must store the balance for each Bitcoin address used in the transactions so far. As in Bitcoin, we assume \(2^{160}\) possible public addresses. The prover will maintain a Merkle tree of height 160, where each leaf stores the balance of the public address identified by the path to the leaf. (Unused zero-balance leaves do not have to be stored explicitly.) Computing the initial digest of the tree when all balances are zero can be done by utilizing the similarity across levels. Later, when a transaction is received, the system checks the balance of the sender address, and if it is sufficient, transfers the desired amount to the receiver’s balance. (In case of a mining reward, the initial check is not necessary.) The prover then updates the ledger digests accordingly.
Using SNARKs, the service provider will be able to prove the correct application of a set of transactions, and the correct update of digests. We evaluated a SNARK circuit that checks and applies 25 1-sender 1-receiver transactions to the ledger. Each transaction in that case specifies the desired amount of money to be transferred. This is equivalent to 1-input 2-output transactions in Bitcoin, where one of the outputs is a remainder going back to the sender’s address, but the remainder does not have to be specified explicitly in our setting. The prover then outputs the modified digest with a vector representing which transactions were valid, and possibly the modified balances. To make the circuit efficient, we used a SNARK-friendly collision resistant function based on subset sum [16], at 80-bit of security as in [34]. To experiment at higher transaction rate, multiple circuits can be run in a nearly-parallel mode, by computing and feeding the next digest quickly from one circuit to the next one without waiting for the proof to complete.
Table 4 shows the estimated cost incurred by the prover (provider) and the verifiers (relying miners or consensus nodes) to produce the proof at multiple settings. We ran the experiment for the first case using an Amazon EC2 r3.8xlarge instance [7] (using 32-cores for the proof computation, and single core for verification) and using libsnark [17] as a backend, and estimated the overall performance and cost accordingly assuming throughputs of 7 tx/sec, and 10 tx/sec. The table shows that the computation cost for applying one transaction to the ledger is about $0.0154, but at high throughput, the waiting time for proof computation is about or more than 10 min (implying a higher delay if higher security level is used).
Table 4. Verifiable outsourcing of ledger storage and maintenance using SNARKsFull size table


By adopting SNARKs, miners no longer need to store the full ledger nor the necessary views to validate transactions. In this way, decentralized storage and replication of the ledger and views can be decomposed from the consensus protocol and the view computation. Additionally, in our current experiments, we assume that the consensus nodes are validating the signatures on the transactions, and this signature validation is not performed within SNARKs (otherwise the cost of SNARKs would be more expensive).
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